
THREE WAYS TO REDUCE 
WORKPLACE VIOLENCE
Learn how with POM



WHAT IS POM?

Triple Tap for Emergency Help
Tap the POM three times to connect with the 24/7 
dispatcher with a two-way call through the POM 

Press and Hold 
Press and hold the POM to activate one of the 
many One-Hold features like Auto Text, Auto Call 
and Fake Call.

POM is the one-touch safety button that can 
instantly connect you with emergency help. 
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DEESCALATE

DETER

DISPATCH

3 Ways To 
Stay Safe In The Field

Find out how...
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1 DISPATCH WITH POM
In the event of an emergency the POM system can quickly and 

efficiently get help to the user’s location. Unlike 911 or other hotlines, 

the POM transmits vital location and profile information along with 

a two-way call that is established between the POM device and 

the dispatcher. 

 + Triple Tap 

Simply tap the POM three times to 
initiate an emergency alert 

 + GPS Location  

The POM will transmit the user’s GPS 
coordinates to the dispatcher so that 
responders will have an exact location 
down to one foot of accuracy.

 + Two Way Call 

Talk to the dispatcher via a two-way 
call directly through the POM 

 + Profile Information 

The POM transmits vital profile 
information that can be used to 
identify the person in need and 
alert responders to any important 
medical information like allergies or 
medical conditions.

 + Faster than an App or 911 

The POM can call for help faster and 
easier than using a standalone app or 
trying to dial 911. No need to unlock 
your phone or dial any numbers, simply 
tap three times for emergency help. 



DEESCALATE WITH POM

POM can help before a situation becomes a serious danger or emergency. Use the 

POM’s many customizable features to get the right help for your situation. 

Multiple Ways to Deescalate 

Any Bad Situation: 

 + Fake Phone Call: 

Send a fake call to your phone for an 
instant excuse to remove yourself from an 
awkward or uncomfortable situation. 

 + Auto Text/Auto Call: 

Send a prewritten message or call for help 
with a simple press and hold to auto call 
for backup
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DETER WITH POM
Simply carrying the POM on your key-chain or other visible location acts as a 

deterrent against unwanted attention or attack. Assaults are much less likely to 

occur while carrying a panic button that can summon help instantly.

PHYSICAL DETERRENT:

 + Large enough to be visible & recognizable as a panic and 
communication device 

 + Easily Attaches to clothing, key-chain, or bag

 + Sleek and durable non-intrusive design 

PSYCHOLOGICAL DETERRENT:

 + People behave more respectfully knowing you have  
easy access to backup

 + Instantly connect to an outside source for help or guidance

 + Work with more calm knowing you have access to help
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Keyfinder  

Locate your keys or bag with the POM Safe app

Walking Escort 

Get a virtual walking escort to arrive at your 
destination safely

Silent Call 

Activate an alert discreetly to summon help 
without anyone knowing

ADDITIONAL 
POM FEATURES



THE POM SYSTEM

Professional Dispatcher
 + Professional Response Center

 + Sends the right help in an emergency

 + 25 years of excellent service

 + Dispatches Fire, Police, and EMS

 + Can see user location and profile information

The POM Device
 + Small and Discreet

 + Easy to use

 + Connects via Bluetooth to the POM Safe app

 + Long Lasting Rechargeable Battery

 + Water-resistant

 + Built-in Microphone & Speaker

The POM Safe App
 + Seamlessly connects to the POM

 + Profile Manager

 + Fake Call

 + Auto Call & Auto Text

 + Virtual Walking Escort

 + Key Finder

 + Silent Mode



Compact and discreet design

Easily attaches to key chain or clothes

Get discreet help with Silent Alarm

Quickly get out of an awkward or bad 
situation with Fake Phone Call

Here’s why 82% of users 
recommend POM...

...and 72% of users 
report feeling safer 
carrying POM.

TESTIMONIALS

“...Staff may encounter unstable patients or family members, 

potentially dangerous pets, or observe signs of abuse or domestic 

violence in the home...  With the POM security device, we’re taking 

our staff safety program to the next level by embracing rapid 

response technology that will connect them to the critical aid they 

need when they need it…”

Tim Leddy 
CEO of VNS Westchester

I consider this a better investment in our campus security 

infrastructure than throwing money at our blue light 

emergency phones.“

Michael Reiner
Director of Public Safety, Creighton University

“It just makes you feel safe. You just hit a button and 
someone comes to help.”

Chrissy 
Travel Nurse

“With the POM I feel more comfortable to go into 

neighborhoods I don’t know. If it gets uncomfortable the Fake 

Phone Call helps me to get out discreetly.”

Lauren  
Travel Physical Therapist



Assault & Attempted Murder

One harrowing example of POM’s effectiveness came from a woman who 
had purchased the device for her own personal use. Just one day after 
setting up her POM, on Aug. 25, 2017, she was physically attacked by a 
man in her home. She reached into her pocket and activated her POM 
device, which called the 911 dispatcher. The dispatcher’s voice came 
through the POM speaker and startled the attacker, which caused 
him to flee.  The attacker was later arrested and put in jail. In her own 
words, “the POM helped save my life.’’ She admitted there was no 
way she could have gotten to her phone to dial 911.

Medical Emergency

The POM was used by a Creighton student experiencing a non-
life-threatening medical emergency off campus. The student 
activated the POM and was connected with 911 and Public 
Safety. Public Safety officers responded directly to her 
location and transported her to the hospital.  

POM SUCCESS STORIES



POM is dedicated to solving personal 

safety problems and providing peace 

of mind for all users. Our company 

was founded on the belief that we can 

do something greater to protect the 

people that we love. The POM device 

is our first step in fulfilling that vision.

Get Peace of Mind Now 

getthepom.com

info@getthepom.com

518-350-4294

OUR MISSION

SELECT POM PARTNERS

CONTACT US 
FOR A DEMO


